
ASSUMPTION OF RISK, RELEASE OF LIABILITY, WAIVER AND REQUIREMENTS FOR 2024 DIVE SEASON WITH CLINT LEUNG (CLINT CORA)

LIABILITY AND WAIVER

I acknowledge that participation in scuba diving events run by Clint Leung (Clint Cora) during the 2024 scuba diving season involves inherent risks, 
dangers and hazards which I accept. In consideration of Clint Leung (Clint Cora) accepting me as a certified scuba diver participating in group dives 
organized by him during the dive season from April 1, 2024 to November 30, 2024, I, as well as my heirs, next of kin and assigns, and minors for which I 
am responsible, hereby waive any and all claims against Clint Leung (Clint Cora) plus all other certified scuba divers participating in the same group 
dives and release them from any and all liability for loss, damage, injury or expense that I may suffer, including but not limited to damages resulting from 
negligence on their part and from any decision of Clint Leung (Clint Cora) as a NAUI certified Divemaster with respect to my participation during these 
group dives. 

GROUP DIVE BRIEFINGS AND DIVE PLANS

In order to participate in our group dives, all certified scuba divers must attend and pay close attention to our dive briefing for each specific dive we do as 
it will outline the dive plan for each specific site and current conditions.  Divers who do not take our dive briefings seriously and/or choose to go off our 
dive plans will not be diving with our group.  Clint Leung (Clint Cora) will not be held liable in the event of any dive accidents resulting from divers who 
choose to ignore our dive briefings and our group dive plans.  Such divers should not come to our group dive events.  Our group divers in attendance will 
serve as witnesses to any divers who choose to not follow these requirements.  

LATENESS

Our dive group will wait for a maximum of 15 minutes past the posted start time of our dive events as long as those coming late show up on site within 
this 15 minute time frame.  Divers who come on time are not expected to continue to wait for any latecomers who show up after these 15 minutes and 
will begin the group dive without them. However, if latecomers do arrive on site within these 15 minutes, the rest of the group will wait for them to set up 
gear before starting the group dive.

DIVE CHARTER PAYMENTS

Anytime Clint Leung (Clint Cora) organizes a dive charter and collects payments on behalf of the charter companies, all participating divers must 
acknowledge that in the event of having to cancel out in attending, each diver is responsible for replacing his/her spot rather than going through the 
organizer.  Each diver therefore must sell his/her spot to another diver directly or assume the payment loss rather than have Clint Leung (Clint Cora) 
assume this loss. Refunds will not be given by Clint Leung (Clint Cora) if any diver must cancel for any reason.  The only exception is if the charter 
company cancels the trip and Clint Leung (Clint Cora) is able to get a full refund for the entire group.

In order to dive with our group for the 2024 dive season, certified divers must agree to all of the requirements above by signing below and returning this 
form back to Clint Leung (Clint Cora) in advance of their first dive with the group.

_____________________________________________     ______________________________      _______________________________________ 
Print Name                                                                             Date                                                           Signature


